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How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by kidushashem - 22 Aug 2011 23:31
_____________________________________

Dear Kehilla Kedosha,

I think it's time to bring this topic up.

The terrible question is, how will they know on GYE if someone has died after 120?

What are we gonna do when someone really popular suddenly disappears and stops posting
(Lo Aleinu)? How will we know what actually happened?

I for one, wouldn't be able to stand the suspense...

There's got to be a way to solve such a problem.

Anyone have any ideas?

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by gibbor120 - 25 Aug 2011 15:23
_____________________________________

Well it does put you to sleep which is 1/60 of death... so I guess it's accurate.

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by tehillimzugger - 25 Aug 2011 16:05
_____________________________________
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i guess before ppl die they can come over here and inform us  :D

seriously. rosh chodesh elul i'm switching yeshivos and will no longer have internet access so
i'm informing everyone now so you guys don't think i died. it was great being with you chevra
and i'm still around for a few days, so feel free to reply.

bye.

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by gibbor120 - 25 Aug 2011 16:07
_____________________________________

Let us know how you are doing at the next bein hazemanim or when you have access to this
site next.  I wish you hatzlocho in your learning and in life!

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by gibbor120 - 25 Aug 2011 16:08
_____________________________________

Use these precious years, most of us don't get to stay in yeshiva forever.

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 25 Aug 2011 16:10
_____________________________________

remember to reserve a wedding hall with truck parking and huge amplifiers for the monstuh'
truckers and tehillim zuggers of GYE

oh, and cholint makes a great main course

hope you pop in when you can
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wishing you the best in life, learning and laughing

zs

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 25 Aug 2011 16:15
_____________________________________

TZ,

Hatzlacha Rabah, Shteig away and Keep On Trucking!!!!!!!

Gevura!

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by Back on Track - 25 Aug 2011 17:04
_____________________________________

TehillimZugger wrote on 25 Aug 2011 16:05:

i guess before ppl die they can come over here and inform us  :D

seriously. rosh chodesh elul i'm switching yeshivos and will no longer have internet access so
i'm informing everyone now so you guys don't think i died. it was great being with you chevra
and i'm still around for a few days, so feel free to reply.

bye.
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keep a green tree in your dorm room bu t make sure your room mates dont mind

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by tehillimzugger - 25 Aug 2011 17:06
_____________________________________

???????????????

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 25 Aug 2011 17:20
_____________________________________

www.guardyoureyes.org/forum/index.php?topic=3071.msg110897#msg110897

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by kidushashem - 25 Aug 2011 19:43
_____________________________________

TehillimZugger wrote on 25 Aug 2011 16:05:

i guess before ppl die they can come over here and inform us  :D

seriously. rosh ****sh elul i'm switching yeshivos and will no longer have internet access so i'm
informing everyone now so you guys don't think i died. it was great being with you chevra and
i'm still around for a few days, so feel free to reply.

bye.
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Take care TZ! I'm sad to see you heading off but I'm happy you'll be in a Yeshiva with no
internet! I hope you stay very strong during the Zman. Do you have a plan of action?

I hope to see you back again soon!

Love, KH

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by longbeach - 28 Aug 2011 19:09
_____________________________________

I work oputside the community, in a public/government job. 

It is always possible that I could, Chas V'shalom, pass away on a Friday night or Shabbos day,
be burried on Sunday,  and on Monday everyone at work would be asking where I was....why I
was late....etc., because I would already be burried.

There is only so much control we have, and we must all learn to control the things we can,
namely our behavior, and not worry about controlling the things that are beyond us.

"...and the wisdom to know the difference..." should go in there somewhere.

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by Back on Track - 29 Aug 2011 15:37
_____________________________________

for some reason worrying what people at work would think happened if i died doesnt really get
me that nervous. but i can hear the peculiarity in that situation. like if your boss starts revving up
about how he is going to give ou flakck for being late and then finds out you were dead..... kinda
odd....

========================================================================
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====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by kidushashem - 29 Aug 2011 21:40
_____________________________________

longbeach wrote on 28 Aug 2011 19:09:

I work oputside the community, in a public/government job. 

It is always possible that I could, Chas V'shalom, pass away on a Friday night or Shabbos day,
be burried on Sunday,  and on Monday everyone at work would be asking where I was....why I
was late....etc., because I would already be burried.

There is only so much control we have, and we must all learn to control the things we can,
namely our behavior, and not worry about controlling the things that are beyond us.

 

wow, now I agree this post is getting gory ;D ;D ;D

longbeach wrote on 28 Aug 2011 19:09:

"...and the wisdom to know the difference..." should go in there somewhere.

 

I love that saying 

 :o :o

========================================================================
====
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Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by tehillimzugger - 18 Oct 2011 22:08
_____________________________________

TehillimZugger wrote on 23 Aug 2011 15:53:

kidushashem wrote on 23 Aug 2011 14:52:

wait, when was the Takanah broken?

Are we just ignoring it or was someone Matir?

 

i can't find the exact source in veyoel moshe right now, but according to my memory it was
something that even then ein roiv hatzibbur yechoilim laamoid bah-- it's somewhere in maamar
yishuv e.y.

 

before rosh hashana i found it- not in vayoel moshe, but i think this is the vayoel moshe's
source. sefer amudei arazim end of amud gimmel, if anyone wants to see it- just send me an
email and i'll send you a pdf  :-*

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by shemirateinayim - 06 Dec 2011 21:54
_____________________________________

When you see my username on a tombston in harHamenuchos

                          ShmiratEinayim
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                              ???? ?????

You think I'm kidding, i got nothing to hide down there. And if i'm not proud of what I
accomplished on here, its no secret where i'm going

========================================================================
====
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